
FINANCE COMPETENCIES RECOGNITION CARDS COMMENTS 
 
Susan Ireland to Menhaj Ulhaq: “I want to recognize Menhaj for everything he has done for me since 
joining the Controller's Office. Menhaj has been instrumental in helping me to learn about Salesforce, 
uploading entries, navigating Excel, finding errors and so much more. TEACHING TEACHING TEACHING 
and ALL with the nicest smile and never making me feel like a burden. He is so smart and a joy to work 
with. Thank you for everything Menhaj!”  
 
Susannah Gobbi to Rodney Brunson: “Rodney, Thank you for your outstanding leadership on the AP 
Supplier Setup project. Your presentation was outstanding at the OneFinance meeting on November 8th! 
You were confident in your recommendation, had a command of all the details and background that the 
OneFinance team may ask, and did a great job anticipating questions. You ROCK! Because of the solid 
business case you presented, the AP Supplier project was approved to move forward with an investment 
in a new solution. Well done!”  
 
Elizabeth Bilodeau to Valerie Hallstrom: “I'd like to take a moment to recognize the tremendous work 
that you've done to clean up fund and funding component mismatches. You've gone out of your way to 
take a deep dive into root cause and collaborate with others to close the gaps in this area. In recent 
months, the mismatches have been minimal. Congratulations and thank you for all of your hard work 
and dedication to this and so many other cleanup efforts!”  
 
Elizabeth Bilodeau to Elizabeth Burnell: “I wanted to take a minute to formally thank you for your 
leadership on the NSAR Phase 2 project. You’ve provided superb PM support (as always). In addition, you 
have both inspired/encouraged the team and made sure that their extra efforts have been recognized by 
the project sponsors. Leaders like you are what makes people feel good about their workday today! 
Thank you for always being such a great partner!”  
 
Elizabeth Bello to Susan Crisafi: “Day-in and day-out you take care of our Department, and the larger 
Finance organization, and you do everything promptly, with a smile, and with the utmost commitment to 
ensuring all of our work lives operate as efficiently as possible! We see you always on the go, being 
pulled in multiple directions, and never slowing down! Thank you for all you do for me, University Audit 
and Advisory, and Yale Finance!”  
 
 


